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The Backup Plan - Jill Shalvis  

"Three people are brought together when they jointly inherit an old Wild West inn that has 
the potential to pull their lives apart. But instead, can they turn it into the gift of a 
lifetime?". 

 

 

The Blackout Book Club - Amy Lynn Green 

"In 1942, an impulsive promise to her brother before he goes off to the European front puts Avis 
Montgomery in the unlikely position of head librarian in small-town Maine. Though she has never 

been much of a reader, when wartime needs threaten to close the library, she invents a 
book club to keep its doors open. The women she convinces to attend the first meeting 
couldn't be more different -- a wealthy spinster determined to aid the war effort, an 
exhausted mother looking for a fresh start, and a determined young war worker. At first, 
the struggles of the home front are all the club members have in common, but over time, 
the books they choose become more than an escape from the hardships of life and the 
fear of the U-boat battles that rage just past their shores. As the women face personal 

challenges and band together in the face of danger, they find they have more in common than they 
think. But when their growing friendships are tested by secrets of the past and present, they must 
decide whether depending on each other is worth the cost." 

Code 6 - James Grippando 

Aspiring playwright, Kate Gamble, is struggling to launch a script she's been secretly 
researching her entire life, mostly at the family dinner table. Her father is Christian 
Gamble, CEO of Buck Technologies, a private data integration company whose clients 
include the CIA and virtually every counter-terrorism organization in the Western World. 
Kate's father adores her, and a play about the dark side of Big Data would be the ultimate 
betrayal in his eyes. But Kate is compelled to tell this story-not only as an artist exploring 

the personal information catastrophe that affects us all, but as a daughter trying to understand her 
mother's apparent loss of purpose, made even more disturbing by the suicide note she left behind: I 
did it for Kate. Then Patrick Battle comes back into her life, changing everything she has ever thought 
about her play, her father, and her mother's tragic death. Patrick is a childhood friend, but he is now 
Buck's golden boy with security clearance to the company's most sensitive projects. When Buck 
comes under investigation by the Justice Department and Patrick suddenly goes missing, Kate 
doesn't know who to trust. A phone call confirms her worst nightmare: Patrick has been kidnapped, 
and the ransom demand is "Code 6"- the most secret and potentially dangerous technology her 
father's company has ever developed. Kate's fight to bring Patrick home safely reveals a conspiracy 
and cover up that may implicate one of the most powerful executives in the tech industry, while the 
development of Kate's play unleashes family secrets and the demons behind her mother's cryptic 
final note. The two paths converge in explosive fashion, leading to a shocking and terrifying discovery 
that puts Kate and Patrick in the crosshairs of forces who will stop at nothing to control Code 6. 

 



Dog Days of Summer - Kathleen Y'Barbo 

"Grab a lap dog to cuddle and relax into a fun small-town mystery as a new dog rescue 
project turns into a three-ring circus of calamities. Trina Potter, Nashville country music 
star, buys a ranch near her hometown in Brenham, Texas, to help her niece open a 
rescue facility for dogs. Her presence in town stirs up some old high school rivalries -- and 
romance. Finding property to buy is a challenge, convincing her mother to move there with 
her is daunting, and navigating a string of strange accidents is perplexing. Sometimes 

Trina feels like she's purchased her own three-ring circus instead of a beautiful piece of land. But her 
first priority will be figuring out who wants Second Chance Ranch shut down before they even have 
the grand opening.". 

The Edge of Summer - Viola Shipman 

“Devastated by the sudden death of her mother -- a quiet, loving and intensely private 
Southern seamstress called Miss Mabel, who overflowed with pearls of Ozarks wisdom 
but never spoke of her own family -- Sutton Douglas makes the impulsive decision to pack 
up and head north to the Michigan resort town where she believes she'll find answers to 
the lifelong questions she's had about not only her mother's past but also her own place in 
the world. Recalling Miss Mabel's sewing notions that were her childhood toys, Sutton 

buys a collection of buttons at an estate sale from Bonnie Lyons, the imposing matriarch of the 
lakeside community. Propelled by a handful of trinkets left behind by her mother and glimpses into the 
history of the magical lakeshore town, Sutton becomes tantalized by the possibility that Bonnie is the 
grandmother she never knew. But is she? As Sutton cautiously befriends Bonnie and is taken into her 
confidence, she begins to uncover the secrets about her family that Miss Mabel so carefully hid, and 
about the role that Sutton herself unwittingly played in it all.". 

The Hidden Prince - Tessa Afshar 

"The beloved daughter of Jewish captives in Babylon, Keren is sold into Daniel's 
household to help her family survive. She becomes Daniel's most trusted scribe, while 
taking lessons and swordsmanship training alongside Daniel's sons and their best friend, 
Jared. But after a tragic accident changes the course of her life, Keren finds herself in a 
foreign country, charged with a mysterious task: teaching a shepherd boy how to become 
a lord. When she overhears whispers that hint at his true identity, she realizes she must 

protect him from the schemes of a bloodthirsty king. Jared cannot forgive Keren. Still, he finds himself 
traveling over mountains to fetch her back to the safety of home. When he discovers the secret 
identity of Keren's pupil, Jared knows he must help protect him. Love battles bitterness as they flee 
from the king's agents, trying to save the boy who could one day deliver their people from captivity.". 

Maybe Now - Colleen Hoover  

"Ridge and Sydney are thrilled to finally be together guilt-free. But Warren and Bridgette's 
relationship is as tumultuous as ever, and Maggie grapples with her illness. When she 
comes across an old list of things she wanted to do, Maggie decides to live life to the 
fullest and accomplish these dreams. Maggie keeps Ridge updated on her adventures, 
but he can't help but worry, even as Sydney grows suspicious about their friendship. But if 
she's going to move past this jealousy, she'll need to reconcile how she and Ridge came 

together with the fact that Maggie will always be in their lives ... or walk away from the man she 
loves". 

 



The Sandcastle Hurricane - Carolyn Brown  

"Cousins Tabby and Ellie Mae are due for a change. Running their aunt's beachfront bed-
and-breakfast in Sandcastle, Texas, is just the thing to shake things up . . . though their 
lives spin out of control in more ways than one when a hurricane barrels into the 
coastline. It's a miracle it didn't carry them off to Kansas. Not so lucky are the assisted-
living center and a small eclectic group of local folks who take shelter with the cousins. 
Two estranged sisters, rowdy as a circus, need a referee for a battle that goes back 

decades. And a pair of veterans, best friends for years, hash out bittersweet old times. There's also 
handyman Alex LaSalle and his business partner, Ricky, experts at repairing the hurricane's damage 
-- and at making Tabby's and Ellie Mae's hearts beat a little faster. As unpredictable, crowded, and 
stormy as it gets, the Sandcastle B and B is still the perfect harbor for healing past wounds, finding 
romance, and making up for lost time. Add in Tabby's homemade pecan pie, and the Texas shore 
feels like a little slice of paradise.". 

Sleep No More - Jayne Ann Krentz  

"Pallas Llewellyn, Talia March, and Amelia Rivers co-host a podcast, The Lost Night 
Files, where they investigate cold cases. After receiving a tip, Pallas travels to Carnelian, 
California to explore an abandoned asylum when she's stopped by the women's 
mysterious tipster. Ambrose Drake is positive something terrible happened at the 
Carnelian Sleep Institute the night he was there. Pallas and Ambrose conduct their 
investigation, and the while townsfolk are eager to share what they know, it turns out 

there are others who are not happy about their questions--and someone who is willing to kill to keep 
the truth from coming out". 

Spare - Prince Harry 

"It was one of the most searing images of the twentieth century: two young boys, two 
princes, walking behind their mother's coffin as the world watched in sorrow--and horror. 
As Diana, Princess of Wales, was laid to rest, billions wondered what the princes must be 
thinking and feeling--and how their lives would play out from that point on. For Harry, this 
is that story at last. With its raw, unflinching honesty, Spare is a landmark publication full 
of insight, revelation, self-examination, and hard-won wisdom about the eternal power of 

love over grief". 

Tick Tock - Fern Michaels 

"The women of the Sisterhood have developed a motto: "Whatever it takes." Regardless of 
how dangerous an adversary may be, the group's devotion to each other and to their cause 
has helped them achieve the seemingly impossible. But in the course of their official 
careers and their top-secret missions, the Sisterhood have acquired enemies. On their trail 
is a vicious felon with scores to settle and a network of accomplices willing to do his 
bidding, for a price. Myra knows it's time to summon the others and figure out how to take 

the fight to the enemy's door. Because no one targets one of their own and gets away with it". 

 

 

 

 



Walking in Tall Weeds - Robin W. Pearson 

"Paulette and Fred Baldwin find themselves wading through a new season of life in 
Hickory Grove, North Carolina. Their only son, McKinley, now works hundreds of miles 
away, and the distance between the husband and wife feels even farther. When their son 
returns home, his visit dredges up even more conflict between Fred and Paulette. 
McKinley makes it no secret that he doesn't intend to follow in his father's footsteps at 
George & Company Fine Furnishings or otherwise. Fred can't quite bring himself to 
accept all his son's choices, yet Paulette is determined McKinley will want for nothing, 

least of all a mother's love and attention -- which her own skin color cost her as a child. But all her 
striving leaves Fred on the outside looking in. Paulette suspects McKinley and Fred are hiding 
something that could change the whole family. Soon, she's facing a whirlwind she never saw coming, 
and the three of them must dig deep to confront the truth. Maybe then they'll discover that their history 
is only skin-deep while their faith can take them right to the heart of things.". 

Without a Trace - Danielle Steel  

Charles Vincent seems to have it all a beautiful wife, two successful children, and a well-
paying career. Yet happiness remains out of reach. He is trapped in a loveless marriage 
and his job is simply a paycheck. But his life changes forever one night as he drives 
along the Normandy coast, heading to their lavish château for the weekend. In one 
terrifying moment, Charles falls asleep at the wheel and veers off the road, plunging thirty 
feet down the face of a rocky cliff. Miraculously, Charles survives. After gathering the 

courage to climb to safety, he starts to walk bruised, bloody, and desperate for help. In the dark of 
night, he happens upon a cabin where he meets the kind and beautiful Aude Saint-Martin. They have 
an instant connection, and as she nurses him back to health, Charles begins to discover the passion 
he s been missing for so many years. In the aftermath of the crash, Charles has a startling realization: 
He doesn’t t have to go back. He could simply choose to disappear, to walk away from his old life. 
When his car is discovered, he ll be presumed dead, washed away at sea. If he stays with Aude, he 
has a chance at a fuller, happier life that he didn’t t know was possible. It all seems too good to resist. 
But Aude has secrets of her own, and before long their pasts catch up to them, threatening everything 
they have fought to build. 

The Devil's Ransom - Brad Taylor 

In the latest explosive thriller from New York Times bestselling author and former special 
forces officer Brad Taylor, Pike Logan races to stop an insidious attack orchestrated by a 
man who knows America's most treasured secrets. 

Conducting a routine cover development trip to Tajikistan, Pike and Jennifer learn that 
Afghanistan has fallen, and there's a man on the run. One that has done more for the 
United States in Afghanistan than anyone else. Pulled in to extract him, Pike collides 

headlong into a broader mystery: His covert company, along with every other entity in the Taskforce, 
has been hit with a ransomware attack, and there's some connection between the Taliban and the 
hack. Given the order to track down the perpetrators, he has no idea that the problem set is much, 
much larger and more dangerous than a simple attack on his organization. That hack was just a test-
run, and the real one is coming soon, engendered by a former NSA specialist in the U.S. government.  

A man who wants to return to the bipolar world of the Cold War, the turncoat has cloaked his attack 
behind hackers from Serbia and Russia, and if successful, his target will alter the balance of power on 



the global stage. So far, the specialist has remained one step ahead of the Taskforce, but he has just 
made one massive mistake: hitting Pike Logan. 

 

 


